
Brooklyn  -  a 10" doll 
Designed by Nancy Lindblom 

 

 
 

Materials List 
Poly-fil® Stuffing 

Poly-Pellets® 
4-ply red yard/pink blush 

1 fat quarter dress 
1 fat quarter pantaloons 

Black acrylic paint/small paint brush 
1 - 5/8"' button/pink embroidery floss 

Air erase marker or water erase marker 
 

All seams are sewn on the traced line for dress and for doll.  Stitch doll with .01 (very small 
stitch).  Pinking Shears have been used for ruffle and bottom of dress and ties.  Trace doll with an 

air erase or water erase pen for best results. 
 

Doll 
Do Not Cut Out Fabric until sewn.  On doubled Muslin, trace 1 doll, marking face, hair and shoe 

lines.  Rough cut outside the lines 1/2".  Stitch on the line, leaving openings for arms where 
indicated.  Trim seams to 1/8", clip corners and curves, turn right side out.  Smooth curves, start 

stuffing with Poly-fil stuffing, the feet, use small bits of Poly-fil, packed firmly as you go.  Do not 



stretch doll when stuffing.  Stuff each leg 1/2" above shoe line.  Now stuff head, start on one side 
and carefully work your way around head.  Do not stretch head when stuffing, stuff head and neck 

firmly.  Stuff 1 1/2" of each arm and then put in some Poly-Pellets. arms should bend at the 
shoulder when finished.  Stitch end of arm closed.  Place one arm in doll, where indicated and 
stitch to body.  Fill body with Poly Pellets and finish with Poly-fil stuffing.  Place other arm in 

doll and stitch closed. 
 

Feet 
Paint feet black with Acrylic paint and a small paint brush.  Allow to dry. 

 
Face 

Using the rounded tip of a small wood paint brush, dip the tip of the brush in the lid of paint and 
gently touch to face where eyes should be.  Repeat for nose.  Mouth is made with 2 strands of pink 
embroidery floss.  Use a very long needle and enter the doll head by the top seam, come up at the 
corner of the mouth, embroider the mouth and exit by entry hole.  Tie off.  Blush cheeks with a bit 

of Poly-fil stuffing and pink blush, also blush hands, knees. 
 

Hair 
Cut a piece of cardboard 2 1/2" x 6".  Wrap 4-ply red yarn, without stretching around this close 
together, 6 times.  Cut, remove and keeping then pinch teh center of circle together so you have 
equal amount of loop on each side.  Tie center with red yarn.  You will need 35 to 40 of these.  

Once hair is made, with matching thread, start in the center and stitch each separate yarn bundle 
down with one going along the hair line and the other the opposite way.  Make 2 rows close 

together.  Cut with pinking shears, 2 bow strips 3/4" x 13".  Place one on top of the other, right 
sides up, tie bow, trim ends.  Stitch bow to hair with needle and thread. 

 
Pantaloons 

Do Not Cut Out Fabric until sewn.  Cut on doubled fabric, 1 - 4 1/2" high x 6" wide.  Mark center, 
draw a line 2 1/2" high from one 6" edge.  Draw a line 1/4" on either side of the first line and join 
the line across the top.  Stitch on the 1/4" line to make the crotch.  Stitch side seams, clip corners, 
turn, press.  Fold legs up 3/4" and press.  Fold waist down 1/2", press.  Place pantaloons on doll 

and hand gather waist and legs to doll, pull up gathers, tie off. 
 

Dress 
Do Not Cut Out Fabric until sewn.  Trace one dress on doubled fabric.  Rough cut out 1/2" around 
line, stitch on line, leaving neck, bottom and sleeve ends open.  Clip corners, turn right side out, 
press.  Turn neck down 1/2", press.  Turn sleeves under 3/8", press.  Cut bottom of dress with 

pinking shears.  Place dress on doll, hand gather neck and sleeves, pull gathers to fit doll, tie off.  
Tie ties on arms (see Photo).   Cut with pinking shears, 2 ties 1/2" x 7", tie to arms, trim ends.   

 
Yoyo 

Trace one yoyo, fold edges under 1/8" and hand gather with long stitches, all the way around, pull 
gathers up, tie off.  Place on center neck of doll and stitch down with a button on top. 

 
 





 


